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The Audi S4



It’s the subtle touches that elevate the Audi S4 into a class of its own: Expanded air inlets 
filled with honeycomb grilles are encapsulated in glinting silver frames. Strongly contoured 
sills sweep the length of the vehicle with clinical precision and a suggestive intake below the 
hood hints at the power within. The S4 is a visual symbiosis of art and science.

Art meets science

A three-litre V6 engine coupled with an eight-speed tiptronic gearbox in the Audi S4 
translates to comfortable, highly efficient gear shifting and the sprint from 0-100km/h in a 
racy 5.1 seconds. Experience the progressive S character.

Smooth and lightning-fast



The Audi S4 is crystal clear about its identity. Sports seats with S embossing in optional 
fine Nappa leather, pedal caps in stainless steel, and a perforated leather steering 
wheel; all for maximum comfort and control. The S4 is on full display.

Know yourself



Mileage

Top speed

Acceleration 0-100 km 

250 km / h

5.1 s

Engine

Engine type
6-cylinder petrol with direct fuel injection, turbo-charging 

and Audi valvelift

Engine management Fully electronic petrol

Power

Displacement 2995 cm3

Maximum power 260 kW (354 hp) at 3000 - 4400 rpm

Max. torque 500 Nm / 1,370 - 4,500

Power transmission

Drive Type quattro

Clutch Hydraulic torque converter with lock-up clutch

Transmission type 8-speed tiptronic 

Technical specifications

Configure your Audi S4 Sedan

The symbol of innovation and technology, a masterful blend of past traditions and 
cutting-edge technology. The Audi S4 makes a big statement.



Exterior

Custom paint finishes in a wide range of colors, from neutrals to 
rainbow shades. Make your S4 Sedan as unique and unforgettable as 
you with Audi exclusive.

Audi exclusive

1. Ibis white, solid
2. Ascari blue, metallic
3. Chronos grey, metallic
4. District green, metallic
5. Glacier white, metallic
6. Myth black, metallic
7. Navarra blue, metallic
8. Tango red, metallic
9. Daytona grey, pearlescent
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Configure your Audi S4 Sedan
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Interior

Wheels
19”

Microfiber and leather combination available in 
Black or Rotor Grey

Configure your Audi S4 Sedan

Nappa leather available in Black, 
Marma Red or Rock Grey



Audi Genuine Accessories turn your luxury sedan into an absolute sportstar. 

Accessories

Hard-wearing all-weather 
rubber floor mats protect 
the vehicle interior against 
wet and dirt. 

The practical luggage 
compartment tray protects 
against from wet and dirt 
and prevents items from 
sliding around. 

Retrofit solution for the 
cruise control system 
maintains any speed as of 
approximately 30 km/h.

Audi child seat i-Size.
For infants with a body 
length of approximately
76 to 105 cm.

The reversing camera, a 
practical retrofit to aide 
reversing and parking 
manoeuvres.

Rear retrofit solution 
for the parking system 
measures reversing 
distance with four 
ultrasonic sensors.

The high-gloss black model 
designation for the rear 
provides a particularly 
striking design element.

The high-gloss black Audi 
rings provide a particularly 
striking alluring design 
element for the front  and 
rear of the model.



A word about this brochure. Audi Middle East believes the specifications in this brochure to be correct at the time of launch. However, specifications, 

standard equipment, options, fabrics, and colors are subject to change without notice. Some equipment may be unavailable when your vehicle is built. 

Please ask your dealer for advice concerning current availability of standard and optional equipment, and your dealer will verify that your vehicle will 

include the equipment you ordered. Vehicles in this brochure are shown with optional equipment. See your dealer for complete details on all warranties, 

service and maintenance plans and aftersales programmes on offer in your region. 
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